Abstract. In recent years, considerable research has been carried out relative to the electromagnetic (EM) propagation and refraction characteristics in metamaterials with emphasis on the origins of negative refractive index. Negative refractive index may be introduced in metamaterials via different methods; one such is the condition whereby the Poynting vector of the EM wave is in opposition to the group velocity in the material. Alternatively, negative refractive index also occurs when the group and phase velocities in the medium are in opposition. The latter phenomenon has been extensively investigated in the literature, including recent work involving chiral metamaterials with material dispersion up to the first order. This paper examines the possible emergence of negative refractive index in dispersive chiral metamaterials with material dispersion up to the second order. The motivation is to determine if using second-as opposed to first-order dispersion may lead to more practical negative index behavior. A spectral approach combined with a slowly time-varying phasor analysis is applied, leading to the analytic derivation of EM phase and group velocities, and the resulting phase and group velocities and the corresponding phase and group indices are evaluated by selecting somewhat arbitrary dispersive parameters. The results indicate the emergence of negative index (via negative phase indices along with positive group indices, as reported in the literature) or negative index material (NIM) behavior over information bandwidths in the low RF range. The second-order results are not significantly better than those for first-order results based on the theoretical analysis; however, greater parametric flexibility exists for the second-order system leading to the higher likelihood of achieving NIM over practical frequency bands. The velocities and indices computed using the Lorentzian and Condon models yield an NIM bandwidth around 200 − 400 Mrad∕ sec, about 2 orders of magnitude higher than that for the parametric approach; more importantly, NIM is found not to occur in the first order when using practical models.
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Introduction
It is known that counter propagation between such standard electromagnetic (EM) entities as the Poynting vector, the propagation vector, the group velocity and the phase velocity (in paired combinations) leads to the onset of negative refractive index behavior in the material. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Over the past 15 or more years, several research studies have focused on the emergence of, and consequent behavior due to negative index in such (meta)materials corresponding to several different domains of operation and their potential applications. [7] [8] [9] Since refractive index in a material is typically expressed via the phase and group indices, it is natural to determine which of these (perhaps one or both) would become negative in the negative index material (NIM) regime. It has been shown that in the NIM regime, the group index (n g ) remains positive, while it is the phase index (n p ) which becomes negative. 10 In Valanju et al., 10 these properties are verified both experimentally and via simulations. Dong et al. 11 have reported that in the NIM regime, both the medium permittivity and permeability are negative (as is well known), and the corresponding EM behavior (whereupon the phase velocity inside the metamaterial is negative) is described as left handed. It is commonly found that NIM behavior is more readily realizable at microwave frequencies, and in particular in some composites. 8, 12 Realizing NIM at optical frequencies continues to be more challenging, particularly because samples tend to be thin and exhibit high degrees of dissipation. 13 Since under counter propagation of phase and group velocities in a metamaterial (one of the prerequisites for NIM behavior) both the permeability and permittivity assume negative values, it turns out that the phase index in such a situation is to be regarded as the negative root of the product of the relative permeability and permittivity; similarly, with both permeability and permittivity being negative, a real phase velocity emerges with a negative sign. This real velocity ensures EM propagation in the medium; however, since the regime is NIM, the group velocity (and consequently the group index) is positive here. Since n p is negative in NIM, the resulting effects for refraction under Snell's law are very different than customarily happens in ordinary (positive) index materials. One consequence is that at the NIM interface, one generates a backward wave for which the phase moves in a direction opposite to the direction of the energy flow. 14 It has already been noted that achieving a negative index in the optical frequency range is much more complicated for several reasons. However, it turns out that the permittivities of a variety of materials (especially metals) tend to be very large at RF or microwave frequencies, and are dramatically reduced in the optical band. Hence, nominally, NIM is difficult to achieve at optical frequencies. Fortunately, it also turns out that at optical frequencies the EM response of metals is vastly different from those at lower (RF or microwave) frequencies, where the permittivity is extremely large and metals behave as nearly perfect conductors. At optical frequencies, the permittivity of metals may become comparable to the dielectric permittivity of a host material, allowing the excitation of a surface plasmon resonance that leads to another means of achieving negative permittivity and permeability, thereby allowing negative index behavior at optical frequencies. 15 In recent work, Banerjee and Chatterjee investigated the EM propagational velocities in a chiral metamaterial under material dispersion due to dispersive permittivity, permeability and chirality up to the first order (assuming a lossless material). 1 The analysis involved applying relevant constitutive relations to Maxwell's equations combined with slowly time-varying phasors and Fourier transforms, thereby developing plane wave solutions for the electric and magnetic fields. This approach led to the usual finding of three possible wavenumbers of propagation as functions of frequency and the different material parameters. Using one of these wavenumbers, it was possible to derive the phase, group, and energy velocities for these plane waves by assuming first-order dispersion in each of the three parameters in terms of the modulation/sideband frequency. The operational/carrier frequency could be in any chosen band, including RF or optical. Normalizing the velocities and applying practical dispersive models led to frequency-dependent phase and group indices, and it was shown that the material may operate in the negative index (NIM) region within arbitrary (modulation) frequency bands. 1 Overall, this first-order analysis demonstrated that that NIM behavior occurs under counter-propagation of either the Poynting vector and the propagation vector, or alternatively the phase and group velocities. The first-order analysis indicated that opposition of phase and group velocities could be achieved over certain sideband frequency windows for specific choices of firstorder dispersive parameters. Furthermore, by assuming standard dispersive models, it was possible to predict the velocity counter-propagation windows and the corresponding negative index windows by adapting the models to the spectral analysis carried out for EM propagation in a dispersive chiral material. A primary motivation for conducting the secondorder analysis presented in this work is to incorporate dispersive effects that may be tailored up to the second order in each of the primary parameters (permittivity, permeability, and chirality) used in the spectral analysis. Since the NIM windows in a sideband frequency are determined by the choices of the dispersive parameters, it is reasonable to assume that one would have greater flexibility in achieving desired NIM bands and negative index amplitudes when working up to the second order. In reality, as we show later, a set of first-and second-order parameters actually produces a wider NIM window in the first-order compared to the second order. However, such an occurrence is only due to the specific choice of parameters examined in this analysis. Obviously, for other choices of the parameters, one may expect widening of the NIM band in the second order. Adaptation of the dispersive models to the second-order problem likewise yields practical and probably realizable values of both the negative indices and the NIM bands. Upon further examination, it is found that NIM behavior using the model-based analyses occurs only under secondorder dispersion. When examined under first-order with chosen practical parameter values compatible with those used for the second order, it is shown that NIM does not occur. Furthermore, it is found that while the physical values of the indices tend to be impractical under the assumed theoretical/parametric models, the corresponding values found under model-based analyses are actually quite compatible with that seen in the literature (thus, the negative phase index ranges in the neighborhood of typically −1 to −5). Finally, the absence of NIM under first-order model-based analyses indicates a significant difference from the corresponding second-order result, highlighting the importance of second-order analysis as pursued in this paper.
In Sec. 2, we present a quick review of EM field solutions under first-order material dispersion and associated propagation velocities previously derived by Banerjee and Chatterjee. 1 We then examine the effect on the field components and velocities when dispersion via material parameters is considered up to the second order, i.e., up to order OðΩ 2 Þ in sideband frequency, as will be explained in Sec. 3 in some detail. We show that once again the fields exhibit circular polarization, a property that manifests itself in chiral materials independent of the order of dispersion. 6 It is shown that the derived results are consistent with the cases of zerothand first-order dispersions. Additionally, we find that in order to reduce the dispersive material problem to the nonchiral limit, one cannot simply set the chirality parameter to zero and expect the usual results to follow. The coupling effect of chirality-induced constitutive relations obviously induces fundamental changes in the physical equations governing EM propagation. The motivation for analysis up to the second order arises from not only the desire to find the differences that occur under group-velocity-type dispersion (which typically occurs in second order), but also to see if additional parametric flexibilities might exist in terms of achieving negative index behavior in the material in realizable frequency ranges and numerical magnitudes of the physical quantities involved. As will be shown, such flexibilities likely emerge under the assumptions made, and to emphasize the more novel features of this analysis, a section in the text is devoted to direct comparisons between the first-and second-order computations. Incidentally, normalized expressions for the energy velocity (ṽ e3 ) based on the Poynting vector and the stored energy density inside the medium have been derived and certain interesting conditions observed that specifically enable the velocity to be written in an amplitude-independent form. Energy velocity derivations, however, will not be discussed in this paper. Normalized phase and group velocities (ṽ p3N andṽ g3N ) are obtained after considerable algebra in Sec. 3, and it turns out that these are obtainable without the parametric balances that become necessary when deriving the energy velocity. It is evident from these results that the resulting dependence on Ω is much more extensive than in the first-order case. 6 Direct comparisons for phase and group velocities, sideband resonances, negative index domains, and actual realized phase and group indices are also carried out in Sec. 4 in some detail. Section 5 concludes this paper with a summary of the derived second-order fields, velocities, and indices and their similarities and differences with respect to the standard dispersionless and first-order results.
Brief Overview of Electromagnetic EM Analysis
Under First-Order Dispersion The negative index in the presence of chirality and material dispersion up to the first order has been studied by Banerjee and Chatterjee. 1 The basic methodology consists of using Maxwell's equations, constitutive relations, spectral analyses, and plane wave solutions to eventually obtain the group, phase, and energy velocities in the medium, and thereafter finding conditions for the negative index. 16 A typical schematic scenario leading to negative index is shown in Fig. 1 . Starting with expansions of the material parameters up to the first order, one may express the frequency-dependent chirality parameter, electric permittivity, and the magnetic permeability in first-order Taylor expansions. Next, the EM constitutive relations for a reciprocal chiral medium in the frequency domain are incorporated into the standard Maxwell's curl equations. Using Fourier transforms and the constitutive relations, a set of nontrivial plane-wave field solutions are derived, from where four possible solutions for the wavenumber in the medium compatible with the plane wave under investigation are obtained. 17 Using the wavenumberk z3 (for illustration purposes) given bỹ
the field solutions are obtained in terms of a "free" amplitudeẼ px as 1 E px ; arbitrary; (2)
By using the second relation (3), it is shown that in the presence of chirality the electric field is indeed circularly polarizedẼ py ¼ jẼ px , as is the magnetic field.
To find the phase and group velocities, definingṽ p ðΩÞ ¼ 1∕ðk z ∕ωÞ andṽ g ðΩÞ ¼ 1∕ð∂k z3 ∕∂ΩÞ ¼ 1∕ð∂k z3 ∕∂ωÞ, one finally obtains the velocities as follows:
and
3 Spectral Analysis Leading to Negative Index Under Second-Order Dispersion In this section, we begin by expanding the material parameters as defined earlier up to the second order in frequency using the Taylor series, so that 
We next expressk z3 in terms of the chiral wave number α Substituting the various frequency-dependent terms into Eq. (3), and after considerable algebra, 1 we may express the field components to the second order in terms of parametric coefficients as follows: E px ðΩÞ; arbitrary (10)
Carrying out the necessary algebra, first these coefficients are found to be
Substituting the above in Eq. (11) immediately indicates that once againẼ py ¼ jẼ px . This result implies that even under second-order dispersion, the EM field in the presence of chirality usually exhibits circular polarization, as was also seen in the first-order case. 1 Thus, the presence of the chiral constitutive relations in the EM analysis automatically leads to circular polarization, independent of dispersion. The resulting Y-component of the electric field leads the X-component by 90 deg.
Substitutingk z3 andα p into Eq. (4), the magnetic field componentH px may be written as
where, using Eqs. (8) and (12), the corresponding coefficients are found to be
Finally, using Eqs. (8) and (13), we obtain the last series of coefficients as
Once again, consistent with chiral behavior, we find that H py ¼ jH px , indicating circular polarization. In what follows, we primarily use the frequency dependence of the wavenumber to find the phase and group velocities under dispersion. For these calculations, field amplitude information is not needed. However, if calculating the energy velocity (ṽ e ), the field amplitudes are necessary in order to compute the Poynting vector and the stored energy. In the present work, energy velocity is not pursued.
Derivation of Phase Velocity from Spectral Analysis
Using the relationṽ p ðΩÞ ¼ 1∕ðk z3 ∕ωÞ, we may calculate the phase velocity by usingk z3 and retaining up to the second order in Ω, as described below. Hence, beginning with
and using appropriate expansions, we finally get
It turns out that by applying the parametric ratio condition, ratiosε 0 po ∕ε p0 ¼μ 0 po ∕μ p0 andε 0 0 po ∕ε p0 ¼μ 0 0 po ∕μ p0 , the phase velocity in Eq. (22) simplifies tõ
We note that the condition stated above is not necessary for evaluating the velocity; it merely makes the algebra slightly simpler. Also, the result in Eq. (24) reverts to the first-order case upon eliminating the second-order terms. 1 
Derivation of Group Velocity from Spectral Analysis
We next calculate group velocity using the definition,
Applying the same parametric ratio condition as for the phase velocity, we rewrite the group velocity in a relatively simplified form as follows:
Note that the group velocity depends on Ω, Ω 2 (sideband frequency) and ω 0 (carrier frequency). As withṽ p3 ðΩÞ, the result in Eq. (26) reverts to the first order upon eliminating all second-order terms. 1 
Numerical Results and Interpretations
In the following, we present numerical results for the phase and group velocities pertinent to first-and second-order dispersions upon making certain simplifying parametric assumptions. We first examine the frequency-dependent (normalized) phase velocity. This is followed by similar graphical examination of the (normalized) group velocity. The plots are carried out for both first-and second-order dispersions for comparison purposes. The velocity plots are followed by plots of the phase and group refractive indices, again under first-and second-order approximations. In each case, it is found that there exists a region or band within which the velocities are in opposition (the so-called negative index material or NIM region). Fortuitously, we also find that it is the phase index which is negative in the NIM region, while the group index remains positive. Likewise, the phase velocity in the NIM region is negative, while the group velocity is positive. These results are found to be consistently true in the analyses presented here, and are in agreement with known results in the literature. 5, 7, 8, 10 The overall results are then compared and the trends in first-and second-order analyses are assessed.
Phase Velocity and Phase Index Under First-and Second-Order Dispersions
We examine the frequency behavior of the phase velocity normalized relative to the free-space value of c. The plot ofṽ p3N ðΩÞ versus frequency is carried out by assuming μ r ¼ε r ¼ 4,κ p0 ¼ 5. Rewriting Eq. (24) as follows:ṽ where a, b, and c are the parameter-dependent constants derived from Eq. (27).
Phase velocity under first-order dispersion
We chooseκ With the chosen values, the phase velocity transitions under first-order material dispersion around (Ω t ) approximately 3.17 × 10 6 rad∕ sec. If Ω < Ω t , denominator <0, thenṽ p3N ðΩÞ < 0. On the other hand, if Ω > Ω t , and denominator >0, thenṽ p3N ðΩÞ > 0. Figure 2(a) shows the phase velocity over the frequency interval 0 ≤ Ω < 2πf max , where f max ¼ 10 6 Hz. From the plot we can see that the transition frequency is around 3.17 × 10 6 rad∕ sec. This reasonably matches the numerical value. We note that in this instance,ṽ p transitions from negative to positive around Ω t . Figure 2(b) shows the phase index n p3 which is calculated by using n p3 ≜ 1∕v p3N and drawn over the interval 0 ≤ Ω < 2πf max . The phase index plot shows that n p3 passes through zero and the transition frequency Ω t , and becomes negative for Ω < Ω t and positive for Ω > Ω t . Thus, the NIM region exists in the range 0 ≤ Ω ≤ Ω t . We also observe that the numerical value of n p3 ranges approximately from 1.2 to -1 in the NIM. These numbers matched up well with practical values seen in the theocratical and experimental literature. 
Phase velocity under second-order dispersion
Using Eq. (28) with the appropriate coefficients and parameters, the normalized phase velocity is plotted and the results are shown in Fig. 2(c) . For this case, we additionally choosẽ κ 0 0 p0 ¼ 0.1ðε 0 0 po ∕ε 0 Þ andε 0 0 p0 ¼ 0.25 × 10 −24 . We note that these parameters along with those for the first order are again selected in order to produce sideband resonances around a few Mrad∕ sec. From the plot we note that the (positive) resonant frequency Ω r is around 2.72 × 10 6 rad∕ sec. We see that in this instance,ṽ p3 again transitions from negative to positive around the resonance.
Proceeding as in the first-order case, we define the phase index n p3 ≜ 1∕v p3N ¼ c þ bΩ þ aΩ 2 , and obtain the phase index shown in Fig. 2(d) .
As before, n p3 transitions from zero around the resonance to negative below Ω r and positive above. Therefore, the NIM is expected in the range 0 ≤ Ω ≤ Ω r . The physical range of n p3 values in second order are 1.6 to -1, in fair agreement with the literature. 10,13
Group Velocity and Group Index Under Firstand Second-Order Dispersions
To determine and plot the (normalized) group velocity dispersion, we substitute again the material parametersμ r 1 ε r ¼ 4,κ p0 ¼ 5, andε p0 ¼ ε r ε 0 in Eq. (26). This leads tõ
with parametric-dependent constants a ¼ −1 − ω 0κ
p0 þ ð3∕2Þðε 0 0 p0 ∕ε 0 Þ, ω 0 ¼ 10 14 rad∕ sec. We observe here that in the plots that follow, some of the chosen parameters (such as the carrier ω 0 ) are selected in accordance with values used in the literature. 
Group velocity under first-order dispersion
For the first order, we choseκ −18 , as were chosen for phase velocity. Also, note that the transition frequency is now negative (around approximately −5.24 × 10 13 rad∕ sec). The group velocity transitions from negative to positive for frequencies higher than −5.24 × 10 13 rad∕ sec. For Ω > 0, we observe thatṽ g3 is consistently positive. A last observation regarding the physical values ofṽ p3N andṽ g3N is in order here. For the parametric chosen,ṽ p3N tends to be up to 2 orders of magnitude higher than c, whileṽ g3N is up to 6 orders of magnitude above c. These somewhat unexpected values, however, are still compatible with other numerical findings 7, 12, 14 as in Fig. 3(a) . The group index calculated by using n g3 ≜ 1∕v g3N is shown in Fig. 3(b) . We observe that n g3 once again passes through zero around the (negative) transition frequency Ω t , and is negative for Ω < Ω t and positive for Ω > Ω t . Since Ω t < 0, the negative group index behavior is irrelevant to the NIM band (which must fall within a positive frequency band). This shall be discussed further later. Also to be noted is the fact that the numerical value of n g3 varies from about 0.6 × 10 8 to −0.6 × 10 8 . Both these are exceptionally high, but are a consequence of the unusually low values of v g3N derived earlier.
Group velocity under second-order dispersion
Under second-order dispersion, first-and second-order parameters are again selected identical to those used for phase velocity. Using the appropriate parameter, the plot shown in Fig. 3(c) is obtained. It turns out that for the chosen parameters, both resonances ofṽ g3N are negative, of which the less negative is shown in Fig. 3(c) . Once again, the group velocity transitions from negative to positive around the resonance frequency (about −1.26 × 10 7 rad∕ sec). The nature ofṽ g3N at Ω > 0 is again consistently positive. Figure 3(d) shows the group index under second-order dispersion with the chosen parameters. As in the first-order case, the group index once again transitions from negative to positive around the resonance. Since the NIM region discussed later falls in the positive frequency band,ñ g3 will be consistently positive within the NIM band. This result is in agreement with the literature. 10 The numerical values ofñ g3N in the second order are again unusually large, as expected.
Note on Direct Comparison betweenñ p3 andñ g3
For the purpose of comparing the phase and group velocities for a given set of material constants across a range of frequencies, we next illustrate the cases represented by Figs. 2(a) and 3(a) . We note from Fig. 2(a) that for the specific choice of material constants, the phase velocity transitions from negative to positive around the resonance. Likewise, the group velocity also transitions from negative to positive around the resonance as seen from Fig. 3(a) . These transitions are further indicated in the index plots of Figs. 2(b) and 3(b) . In Fig. 4 , which schematically graphs the signs of both indices under the first order together, we find that the indices n p3 and n g3 are in opposition within the frequency range of approximately −5.24 × 10 −13 rad∕ sec up to about 3.17 Mrad∕ sec. Hence, it is expected that the material may exhibit negative index characteristics in this range. In practice, of course, the proper NIM region exists for positive frequencies only; this "usable" band is shown in Fig. 4 from 0 to Ω tp . A similar schematic band picture of n p3 and n g3 is shown in Fig. 5 for second-order dispersion. The usable NIM in this case turns out to be slightly narrower. However, this is of no great significance, as will be discussed later. Overall, it is established from those analyses that n p3 is always negative and n g3 is always positive in the NIM, as expected. 10 5 Application of Practical Dispersive Models to the Second-Order System To study the performance of the chiral dispersive materials in terms of the normalized phase and group velocities derived previously for propagating signals consisting of pulsed or modulated carriers, we take up the Lorentzian dispersive models for relative permittivity and permeability and the Condon model for chirality, as follows:
whereε pr ðωÞ,μ pr ðωÞ, andκ pr ðωÞ are respectively the relative (spectral) permittivity, permeability, and chirality admittance of the material under consideration. The frequencies ω p and ω m arise from electric polarization and magnetization, respectively, while ω c represents a (single) resonance in the neighborhood of the applied signal. Also α c represents a chiral frequency parameter. From Eq. (23), we have the relativity permittivity under second-order material dispersion as follows:
where the sideband frequency Ω is equal to Ω ¼ ω − ω 0 , and ω 0 is the carrier frequency. We may note that typically Ω ≪ ω 0 , therefore, while the carrier may be in the optical domain, the sideband may well be in the RF (thus in the MHz-GHz range).
In the case of Ω ≪ ω c , the relative spectral permittivity in Eq. (30) can be written as follows:
Using Taylor expansion up to the second order for the equation above and assuming Ω ≪ ω c and ω 0 ≪ ω c , and comparing Eq. (30) with Eq. (33), we will have the following:
Similarly, from the relative (spectral) permeability relation and comparing with the Lorentzian dispersive model for relative permeability in Eq. (31), we get the following:
Finally, based on the chirality expression up to secondorder material dispersion, the chiral coefficients may be derived as follows:
Upon then applying the Condon model as in Eq. (32), we obtain the following:
We next substitute Eqs. (35) to (37), (23) to (41), and (43) to (45) into Eq. (27) to compute the normalized phase velocity under the Lorentzian dispersive model for relative permittivity and permeability and the Condon model for chirality. After considerable algebra, we obtain the (normalized) phase velocity as in Eq. (34). 6 To plot phase velocity versus the sideband frequency we assume plausible values for ω p , ω m and ω c 18,19 Thus, we begin with the phase velocity as above in Eq. (28) 
The (positive) phase velocity resonance is at approximately 6.28 × 10 10 rad∕ sec. From the plot in Fig. 6 we note that in this instance,ṽ p3N transitions from negative to positive. Incidentally, the above sequence of calculations involves the choice of relevant material constants as κ We may note that the values of the second-order permittivity and chirality material constants based on the Lorentzian and Condon models turn out to be about 4 to 5 orders of magnitude larger than those that were used in the theoretical plots discussed earlier. Correspondingly, the (resonant) phase velocity for the modelbased plot is also about 4 orders of magnitude higher than that for the theoretical case. Therefore, there is a consistent scaling difference between the theoretical/analytical results and those based on the practical models using typical model frequencies. This scaling difference should not be of particular concern because the analytical model simply determines the feasibility of whether a negative index is realizable or not; actual practical values and numbers would be properly determined and assessed by incorporating proper parameters in a model-based derivation.
Similarly, for the normalized group velocity, by using Eq. (29) we havẽ
where,
The group velocity in Fig. 7 again transitions from negative to positive around the resonance. It is clear from the plot that the (positive) resonant frequency is approximately 1.20 × 10 12 rad∕ sec. We note that the model-based material Fig. 6 The modeled phase velocity under second order. Fig. 7 The modeled group velocity under second order.
Optical Engineering 037108-9 March 2015 • Vol. 54 (3) parameters for the group velocity are the same as those for the corresponding phase velocity. An important feature regarding the model-based group velocity as compared with the theoretical values obtained earlier is that for the model-based case, the resonant v g is about 400 m∕ sec (and hence about 3 orders of magnitude lower than the model-based v p ), while the same for the theoretical case is dramatically lower (about 2.4 × 10 −5 m∕ sec or less), and which is also about 6 orders of magnitude lower than the corresponding v p . These findings are somewhat inconsistent and difficult to explain as such; however, as discussed earlier, the theoretical results are essentially feasibility studies, and the corresponding numerical values are relatively unimportant.
Estimation of Negative Index in the Velocity
Counter-Propagation Regime
In this section, we present the graphical plots of phase and group indices under model analysis for both the first-and second-order cases. The indices are obtained by simply finding the inverse of the corresponding normalized velocities.
One goal of this analysis is to ascertain if working in the second order offers any significant advantage relative to the first-order analysis. Some aspects of this were already discussed earlier in general terms; finding more quantifiable differences for the model analysis would likely enable a stronger case to be made for examining second-order material dispersion, as presented in this paper.
Plot of Phase and Group Indices Under First-and Second-Order Dispersions En Route to Negative Index Material
Noting that with n p3 ≜ 1∕v p3N , and n g3 ≜ 1∕v g3N , we may once again straightforwardly plot the phase and group indices for the second-order dispersive system based on the Lorentzian and Condon models. These are shown in Figs. 8(a), 8(b) and 9. Figure 8 (a) depicts a zoomed version of Fig. 8(b) , whereby the change of sign of the phase index is clearly visible along the frequency axis. The change of sign for the group index is evident in Fig. 9 . We observe that for the given value of the parameter β ≜ ðω p ∕ω c Þ ¼ 1.3 × 10 −3 (for the simulations here), each of the indices experiences negative values [at frequencies above 3 × 10 10 rad∕ sec for n p3 as shown in Fig. 8(a)] , and above 1.24 × 10 12 rad∕ sec for n g3 . Hence, a negative index occurs for the model case in the frequency range 3 × 10 10 rad∕ sec to 1.24 × 10 12 rad∕sec. Additionally, we note that the numerical values of both n p and n g under the model analysis are consistent with those discussed in the literature. 6 Thus, within the NIM region, we find that the group index is positive while the phase index is negative (hence, negative index behavior is more directly aligned with the sign of the phase index). Figures 10 and  11 show plots for the phase and group indices with firstorder dispersion under the assumed models. It is seen that neither index undergoes any change of sign versus frequency. Thus, n p3 is positive and increases with frequency, whereas n g3 is negative and decreases with frequency. These characteristics, whereby n g3 is negative and n p3 is positive, are contrary to expected NIM behavior, and moreover do not show any specific NIM band. This finding agrees with previous results found in Ref 1. This last finding is significant in that under material dispersion models, NIM is achievable based on this analysis only under second-order dispersion.
Conclusion
Starting from the phasor approach and slowly varying the envelope approximation combined with Maxwell's equations and the constitutive relations in a reciprocal chiral material, expressions for electromagnetic phase and group velocities have been derived assuming second-order material dispersion. It is seen that in the presence of chirality, the propagating EM field is always circularly polarized independent of dispersion. As was the case for first-order dispersion, it is found that once again a negative index may also be realized under second-order conditions. It is important to note that the NIM behavior as seen here for both first-and second-order cases occurs under the parametric analysis with arbitrarily chosen numerical values of dispersive parameters. It is demonstrated that there are measurable ranges of frequency where the phase and group velocities are in opposition for identical material properties, leading to the emergence of NIM over a specific frequency band. Phase and group velocities based on the application of Lorentzian and Condon models are also derived and plotted, and thereby compared case by case for compatible choices of modelbased material parameters. We note that the sideband resonances for both v p and v g range in the neighborhoods of 100 Mrad∕ sec to 10 Grad∕ sec under parametric analysis. Actual carrier frequencies will, of course, be much higher, as described in the text. Also, the derived velocity resonances for the analytical cases appear to be impractical; however, the numerical values are relatively unimportant for the theoretical (i.e., parametric) analyses as long as the possible emergence of a negative index is established as feasible. Phase and group indices for the model-based analyses under the second-order have also been derived and plotted, and indicate regions of negative excursions. It is found that NIM behavior using the model-based analyses occurs only under second-order dispersion. When the indices are examined under first order, we find that for the chosen practical parameter values, NIM does not occur. Moreover, the physical range of index values found under model-based analyses is compatible with that seen in the literature. The absence of NIM under first-order model-based analyses demonstrates a significant difference from the corresponding second-order result, thereby highlighting the importance of second-order analysis as pursued in this paper.
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